
Performance test1

You are all somewhere in the studio space, please disperse as much as 
possible. You sit down and take care you have enough light on you.

Open the interface.

You will have the camera showing your mouth.
Start “publishing” your stream when you have your mouth in the 
frame.

When all mouths are streaming:
You will count together. Till 67 or even further if you like it. 

One of you (but not before 67) will start zooming out, very slowly 
and show his, her whole face.

As soon as all faces are visible, you will move on to make a mutant 
face.

As soon as the mutant face is ready, the mouth will say : What is a 
cyborg? Am I a cyborg? 

The mutant face must be kept (if possible) and you all start reciting 
text you know by heart on “love”. If you don't know something by 
heart, please invent. Take care to not speak all all the time. 

Go on till it becomes silent and nobody speaks anymore. Move the 
camera very close to your skin, leave it there till all show skin and 
stop streaming.



Web Performance test 2

You are all somewhere in or around the studio - take as much distance 
as possible. You sit down and take care you have enough light on you.

Open the interface.

You will have the camera showing your eye.
Start “publishing” your stream when you have your eye in the frame.

When all eyes are streaming:
You will read the text on Collaboration. (each a part, sometimes you 
will overlap, sometimes not) 

After a while you get up still reciting the text and still showing your 
eye and you will start walking to the middle of the studio. (Pay 
attention to the sound, don't talk too loud anymore)

When you are all in the middle suddenly you move your camera 
and show the face of one of the other performers. Continue 
(someone will count 1, 2, 3) until all webcams minus one is on one 
and the same person.

This person will then turn around and leave the studio, the others will 
follow this person with their webcam and will compliment this person. 
(try to give different viewpoints of this person) 

When noone has this person in his, her frame anymore it is over, we 
stop streaming.



Web Performance test 3

You are all dispersed in the studio. You sit down and take care you 
have enough light on you.

Open the interface.

Try to have an image of a unified surface . Start “publishing” your 
stream when you have this surface in the frame.

When all performers are streaming, start to play with  abstract 
images,  using objects etc (take care never show yourself) While 
doing this ask questions, only questions, All kind of questions (Why, 
Who, When, Where etc)

Keep this play going for 5 minutes, at a certain time someone starts 
showing his her navel, please go on and show all your navel. Try to let 
the questions be more intimate.

Then after some time, slowly move the image to show yourself  in the 
frame

As soon as you are all visible. Try to touch the others with your 
hands, try to interact with the idea of touching over borders in a world 
where you have no body but can touch.

Than one of you puts the webcam full face and stares to the webcam 
(the unknown other) and starts insulting - the others join

All insult together until there is no more insult left (all the time 
staring)

We need at least one minute of staring before we put the computer on 
the floor and walk away out of the frame.


